GHOST IN THE MACHINE

The purpose of this illustration is to provide a prophetic comparison to strongly suggest that the ‘Image’ or ‘Statue’ spoken prophetically by the prophet Daniel will indeed be a physical statue like the one Nebuchadnezzar erected in the Plains of Dura, but with Artificial Intelligence AI. The coming
False Prophet will erect such an ‘Image’ on the Temple Mount in proximity to the rebuilt 3rd Temple to divert the worship centered around the 3rd Temple away from YHVH. This study suggests that during the coming Tribulation Period, such a Statue will be in keeping with the Biblical types since
Nebuchadnezzar’s day. Not only was he given the dream of a Statue of world empires as types of metals and ‘Beasts’ to come until Messiah, but also that he was the first to have a statue of gold venerated and worshipped in his ‘Image’. The ‘Image’ was a 6 by 6 by 60-cubit dimension, (666) thus the
‘Image of the Beast’ and related to the Number of his Name as found in the book of Revelation, etc. The timing is suggested to be at the mid-point of the Tribulation Period to coincide with the cessation of the Daily Sacrifices as the AntiChrist diverts worship to himself. Perhaps it will be at this time
that the last Beast of the Masonic Empire of Lucifer’s AntiChrist begins the intense persecution of YHVH’s People to primarily include national Israel. Israel will go through the ‘Fiery Furnace’ typified by Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego as in the days of Daniel concerning
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The New A.I. Order
The AntiChrist promises a false ‘Singularity’ by mimicking the unique
creation of mankind at best with a ‘Golden Statue’ as Lucifer is
incapable of creating and giving life out of nothing. The best that the
Luciferians will come up with is AI. Lucifer cannot create a Humanity
with a body of flesh and blood that reflects the ‘Image of its Creator’.
This is why Lucifer seeks to deface any vestiges of beauty in the
Human form with homosexuality, trans-humanism, more genetic
engineering, and AI perhaps. Nothing is evil in such domains in
themselves but Lucifer will use them against Humanity to effectively
de-humanize it into his ‘image and likeness’, etc. The best Lucifer will
do is to appear that he can emanate the ‘Breath of Life’ into the Statue
and make it appear to come to life.
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The Image of the Beast
In Daniel 3, the Nebuchadnezzar
Statue was that of a man. The Image
was that of the King's image. As
noted, the ‘Image’ was 60 cubits
high, 6 cubits wide and worshiped
with 6 musical instruments (666).
The King as the glorified man is the
meaning of 666 as 7 is the number
of perfection and 6 is the number of
imperfect mankind. The number 6
could be association with mankind
because Adam and Eve were first
created on the 6th Day. The number
6 in the Bible denotes all that does
represent a usurper undertaking
such as with the AntiChrist, the
Beast and all that stands to replace
the perfect and complete standards
of the Creator, YHVH.
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However, it will not be the Statue which will involve some sort
of AI but it will a man, the Son of Perdition, the AntiChrist that
will cause the ‘abomination’ to occur. It is he that will cause
the 3rd Temple to be desolate by his entering the Holy of
Holes, etc. This coming ‘abomination’ has not been the 1st
attempt at causing ‘desolation’ to the Holy Temple of YHVH.
Throughout Temple history, world empire rulers as ‘Beasts’
have been infused with the spirit of AntiChrist that have
sought to divert worship away from the true and living GOD,
YHVH.

THE METALLIC MESSIAH
Φ = 1.6180
962 BC Dedication of Solomon’s Temple to
Antiochus Desecration 167BC = 777 Years
777 Years - (7 Years to build Temple) =
770 Years x 1.6118 φ = 1248
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Main Sources
Revelation12Daily.com
TempleSecrets.info
Wikipedia.com

Symbols such as the Image of the Beast will be very powerful and it is the first thing the occult and the Secret Societies teach. Just as Nebuchadnezzar
used the Image of Daniel 3:5-7 to demanded worship at the sound of certain music, so too will the coming Antichrist do the same in Revelation 13:15. By
description, the ‘Image’ appears to be some type of structure infused with AI. The coming Statute will take over where Nimrod left off. It is the physical
implementation of the Luciferian quest to obtain ‘Singularity’ through their New World Order religion.
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